Breakouts Mean More Than Just
Politics at TXLP Convention
by Garry Reed

Libertarian politics isn't just
all about politics.
Hardcore, dedicated,
committed Libertarian Party
activists already know what
to expect at the Texas
Libertarian Party 2014 State
Convention in Temple,
Texas on April 11-13.
Nominating, voting,
proposing, debating,
speechifying, planning; that's
the business of all political parties.
But for those who aren't necessarily into the politicking and
the rules making and the platform changing and the point of
ordering and the other wheeling and dealing of party
policymaking there are the breakout sessions.
A breakout is a presentation made to a small group of people
interested in a specific topic.
In order of their presentation, Friday through Sunday:
DELEGATE TRAINING
Teaching new and reminding former delegates why they're
there and what they're supposed to be doing as convention
delegates. Kurt Hildebrand, Arthur Thomas, Kay Crews.
THE LIBERTARIAN MESSAGE
For new or lapsed Libertarians who need a refresher course in
handling the tough questions ("Who will build the roads!!!")
and discussions on how to get the answer out. Wes Benedict,

Michael Cloud.
CIVIL LIBERTIES IN TEXAS
Breaks out into three distinct flavors: DRUGS: The failure of
the Drug War and the fight to legalize marijuana; DATA: How
Edward Snowden outed the coercive surveillance state we live
under; THE DOMINATRIX: No not that, it's about keeping
government out of our bedrooms. Jax Finkel (Texas NORML),
Gregory Foster (Electronic Frontier Foundation-Austin), Matt
Simpson (ACLU of Texas), Melyssa Hubbard (Author,
Spanking City Hall).
WHY YOUNG PEOPLE MATTER
How elder (meaning mature, wise and experienced)
Libertarians can attract and engage with the next generation of
Libertarians. Noelle Mandell (Students for Liberty).
FREE BEER
There ain't no such thing as a free lunch but ... free beer?
Sorry, but it's a panel discussion about "the challenges of small
business owners in a highly regulated environment." So we
really do need to free beer! Jon Airheart (Rogness Brewing),
Mark Shilling (Revolution Spirits), Scott Hovey (Adelbert's
Brewery).
LIBERTARIAN ACTIVISM
A hands on exercise in activism from the International Student
for Liberty student of the year award winner. Noelle Mandell
(Students for Liberty)
If all of that isn't enough for the non-politically inclined there's
a gun rights rally, four different debates, a happy hour or two,
a cocktail party, a big fancy banquet and a couple of lunches
with lunch speakers.
And plenty of time to meet, mingle and mix it up with likeminded Libertarian Partiers.
So what's not to like?
Editor's Note: Re-published from the Dallas Libertarian Examiner
(www.examiner.com/libertarian-in-dallas) with permission from the author.

Celebrating Over 2 Years of the LPDC Newsletter!
That's right: the first issue of this rebooted newsletter that
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was created by the current editor was published in April,
2012. That's over 2 years! Thanks all authors for your
continued contributions and support!

To Secure Liberty, Liberate Security
by Kevin Frederickson

The following speech was
made by Kevin L Frederickson
at 'Give Me Liberty!', a forum
for libertarians who want to
practice public speaking.

Today, February 12, is the
birthday of Charles Darwin,
who is known for the theory of
natural selection. In his book On The Origin of Species,
Darwin explains that competition is a major factor in this
process. Organisms better suited to their environment will
survive and reproduce more so than organisms less suited to
their environment. Herbert
Spencer referred to this as
"survival of the fittest".
For example, cheetahs prey
on antelopes. In a
hypothetical population of
antelopes, if most of them
are slow runners but a few of
them are fast, the slow
Charles Darwin
runners will be eaten; the
fast antelopes will survive and reproduce more than the slow
antelopes. Their offspring will inherit their ability to run fast.
Eventually the numbers will be reversed. There will be a lot of
fast antelopes and very few slow antelopes. In effect the
antelopes are competing for the
chance to survive and reproduce.

Herbert Spencer

Herbert Spencer applied the
survival-of-the-fittest principle to
the economic sphere. He was a
relentless defender of free markets
and private enterprise. Spencer
once wrote: "Strong as it looks at
the outset, State-agency perpetually
disappoints every one. Puny as are
its first stages, private efforts daily
achieve results that astound the
world."
In a sense, businesses also compete
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to survive in the marketplace. But which businesses survive is
determined by the competition for customers. Those that best
serve their customers will succeed. Those that don't serve their
customers well don't last very long. Consumers benefit from
this process. When government intervenes, consumers lose.
Just as free market competition results in lower prices and
better goods and services, state intervention results in higher
prices and inferior goods and services.
Today, there is massive government intervention in the
market; for example, government intervenes in building and
maintaining roads. But government has little interest in
providing good roads at low cost. In his book Uncle Sam, the
Monopoly Man, referring to the various federal, state, and
local government agencies that own the roads, William
Wooldridge remarks: "None of them can earn profits from
wise managerial decision-making, nor suffer losses and risk
bankruptcy from the lack of same; as with all activities
performed in the public sector, such competition cannot, by
the very nature of the enterprise, take place."
Government also intervenes in the banking industry. As a
result, the dollar has lost over 95% of its original value. When
banks and currencies compete, consumers have the freedom to
choose currency that is reliable and not constantly debased.
And as Murray Rothbard explains in The Mystery of Banking:
"The mere existence of bank competition will provide a
powerful, continuing, day-to-day constraint on fractional
reserve credit expansion. Free banking...will scarcely permit
fractional reserve inflation to exist, much less to flourish and
proliferate."
In education, just as with roads and banking, state intervention
results in artificially high costs and low quality. But the
destructive potential of coercive government monopoly goes
beyond mere inefficiency, and in the matter of education it
isn't hard to see. Government schools are in effect schools of
indoctrination. When schools compete, they have an interest in
encouraging children to think
for themselves, instead of
indoctrinating them. In The
God of the Machine, Isabel
Paterson points out that where
schools are private, "nowhere
will there be any inducement to
teach the supremacy of the state
as a compulsory philosophy."
The state also effectively
maintains a monopoly by
prohibiting competition with
itself in the provision of
security. (There are private
Gustave de Molinari
security companies, but they
cannot protect you from the
state.) Many who consider themselves advocates of private
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enterprise and free market competition nevertheless make an
exception in the case of security. But in his essay The
Production of Security - the first significant defense of the
free-market provision of security - Belgian economist Gustave
de Molinari declares: "In the interests of those who consume
this service, the production of security ought to remain subject
to the law of the free market. No government ought to have
the right to prevent another government from setting up in
competition with it, or to impose a monopoly of its services
upon consumers."
Because it makes it impossible for people to protect
themselves from the state itself, the state's monopoly on
security is the source of its coercive power; it is therefore the
mother of all other state monopolies. So if we want to secure
liberty, we must liberate security.
Just as there is competition in nature and the free market, there
is also competition in political philosophy. In politics there are
2 fundamental competing philosophies: that of liberty and that
of statism. Today statism seems to be winning. The chances
for liberty appear more hopeless every day. But the cause of
liberty is not lost.
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A New Liberty-Themed E-book!
A new pro-Liberty novel, written by Jeff Daiell, has been
published in e-format by The Robles Group.
Set against the civil rights, anti-war, and feminist
movements of the 1960s, From Roundheel To
Revolutionary: Linda Franklin After Campus Sexpot
follows Linda Franklin as, having in a previous novel
renounced the promiscuity of her teenaged years, she
becomes a prominent advocate for women's rights,
limited government, and free markets.
She does not have an easy time of it. Her husband, who
loves her steadfastly, is nonetheless unconvinced that
women need "liberating". When she then publicly rejects
U. S. involvement in Vietnam, he and his father, who work
for a company benefiting from Defense Department
contracts, are especially upset.
She is also opposed by some feminists for her focus on
individualism, and must contend with the mockery of
those in her hometown who remember her wayward
period.
The novel is 65 to 66 thousand words long and set in the
fictional town of Wattsville, California (near
Sacramento). The book is written in the voice of Susan
Kaufield, the older daughter of one of Linda's
"conquests". This was the affair which, in the earlier
book, was the catalyst for Linda's metamorphosis. There
are a few interjections by Betty, the younger daughter.

When a cheetah chases an antelope, the cheetah may be
running for his dinner, but the antelope is running for his life.
Presumably the antelope values his life more than the cheetah
values his dinner; so he has a greater incentive to move faster
than the cheetah does.
Similarly, while politicians are interested in power, we the
people have an interest in being free. So the question is: how
much do we value liberty? Because when we the people value
liberty more than politicians value power; when we value
liberty enough to question our own beliefs, and apply the
principles of liberty consistently; when we value liberty as
much as life itself, our liberty can never be taken away.

Libertarianism and 21st Century
Imperialism
by Mike Kolls

It seems that most Americans
are war-hawks, if you listen to
the news. Everybody is ready to
rally the troops to “teach Russia
a lesson”. There is an
impassioned fervor for war.
I believe the tension between
Ukraine and Russia is not our
fight, like many wars and
“police actions” since the 1950s.
The real question to the world is
“What is sovereignty?” If you
answer this question, then you
also have the answer to the war question.
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In short, sovereignty is the ability to choose (often without
consequence). Historically, kings were sovereign. They acted
and were often insulated from the decisions they made. Under
our constitution, we have layers of sovereignty:
•
•
•
•

•

Personal Sovereignty
o We The People have the top-level sovereignty
Local Sovereignty
o Our communities serve The People; they work for us
State Sovereignty
o States serve the communities within their territory
National Sovereignty
o Our nation serves the states by defending the rights of
The People; the nation is the lowest-level of
sovereignty
There is no global sovereignty
o No one-world government/cabal

Nations interact with fellow, co-equal nations. If a
disagreement occurs, the nations directly involved should have
an opportunity to resolve the conflict without other nations
interfering. Crimea was peaceably ceded to Russia. Ukrainian
troops are massing in response to accumulated Russian troops.
Other nations bordering Russia should create a plan for their
own security. Next, expanding out, NATO and Europe must
decide what threat exists and take (if any) appropriate action.
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Freedom and Privacy
by Barry V. Smith

The following speech was made by
Barry V. Smith at 'Give Me
Liberty!', a forum for libertarians
who want to practice public
speaking. It has been revised by
the author after useful criticism.

Freedom and privacy are not the
same, but they are closely related
and interdependent. It’s especially
important to acknowledge this
now because there is an open, pervasive assault on privacy
from all sides. The threats come from various sources ranging
from the National Security Agency’s drive to know everything
about everyone, to educational fads such as cooperative
learning that insist that everyone’s business is everyone else’s
business, to a social media entrepreneur who has said that one
of his goals is to eliminate privacy. Increasingly powerful
technology enables all of this.

Does Russia pose a threat to the United States? With their
resources engaged outside of Ukraine, I believe not. I also
believe it is too early to consider any sanctions. Sanctions are
dangerous, as they are a declaration of war. It is currently not
our fight.

If Russia invades Ukraine and is not resisted, Russia becomes
sovereign (there are no consequences). If Russia is resisted, it
will have to count the cost of war and global opinion. If all the
costs are worth it, they will continue to take territory and the
surrounding nations will need to formulate their own plans.
I do NOT favor supporting either side, either Ukraine or
Russia. I encourage our diplomats to continue ongoing talks
with both sides – not to influence but to merely remain in
contact. I would also encourage US businesses to be ready to
be part of any rebuilding efforts for both countries (and other
nations impacted by this conflict) after the conflict ceases. An
American offer of commerce will bring us wealth and progress
for these impacted Eurasian nations. Foreign restoration
should NOT be funded by American taxpayers. It is NOT the
right time to repeat the Marshall Plan.

This is especially disturbing because privacy supports
freedom. Privacy obstructs both the will to violate freedom,
and the means to violate freedom. In fact, privacy is probably
a precondition for freedom. First of all, if government officials
(and the citizens who would use government to control
everyone else) don’t know what we’re doing, how can they
stop us? In fact, if they don’t know what we’re doing, the idea
would probably never occur to them to try to stop us. I think
that the more people know about other people’s lives, the more
critical they are likely to be of those other people, since almost
inevitably people will have differences, and pervasive
knowledge of others will highlight and aggravate conflicts that
would otherwise go unnoticed. Also, they will be more likely
to think of ways to exploit their knowledge of other people to
benefit themselves, often in ways that are detrimental to those
other people. Either way, everyone will be tempted to make
unwelcome interventions into the lives of others – to interfere
with the freedom of others – whether it’s to sabotage critics of
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government, to force everyone to live “right”, or to steal
someone’s identity. Also, they will know our vulnerabilities,
and will be able to use that knowledge to our detriment.
Knowledge is power, and knowledge about other people is
power over those other people.
David Brin, in a widely cited book, The Transparent Society,
has argued against this view. (I’ll make a brief ad hominem
precautionary remark here, though I do take Brin very
seriously: at one point in his book, he clearly expresses scorn
for anyone who wants privacy, and he seems to have written a
book about privacy without understanding why its advocates
value it.) He argues not only that privacy is almost impossible
now because of powerful technology, but also that the
destruction of privacy will benefit freedom. On the latter
point, he says that not only will other people know all about
us, but that we will know all about them, and we will know
when they are plotting against us, so we can defend ourselves.
I have doubts about his argument. First, it is unwise to act as
though anything – the end of privacy, for example – is
inevitable. For one thing, the “inevitable” has been avoided
frequently, throughout history. Second, I don’t think the end of
privacy would benefit freedom in the balance. An aggressor,
hidden among many other potential aggressors, can always
choose when, where, and how to attack. The victim, amid
information overload, will rarely know just who is attacking,
what is coming, or what to do. The end of privacy will usually
favor the aggressor.

I will admit that a sufficiently powerful surveillance and
information system might allow people to cut through the
information overload to highlight and target the most likely
aggressors. However, defending against aggression is a risky
and onerous project. Prevention would be better than cure.
Without such extensive surveillance available to everyone,
aggression would be less likely to occur in the first place, and
we could avoid a constant battle. How to accomplish this
prevention, of course, is a troublesome question, which I
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won’t address here. One way or another, however, I think we
have to try.
I will also admit that universal surveillance could intimidate
people into “behaving themselves”, out of their fear of
detection and punishment of some kind. However, there at
least two objections here. (1) People will disagree on what
“behave” means, and they will be intimidated from doing
anything that anyone else might disapprove of. They would be
discouraged from doing anything outside of routine. Many if
not most people would be paralyzed. (2) When government is
the aggressor, quite likely government officials won’t be
nearly as intimidated by the threat of detection. The main
threat from government won’t come from rogue officials who
act outside the law to oppress citizens in arbitrary ways. It’s
more likely that government will oppress within the law, with
the best of intentions, quite likely at the request of the majority
of our fellow citizens who want to make us live “right” and
who want to pursue absolute safety at any cost. Systematic,
lawful oppression, and not rogue arbitrariness, is the main
problem. Surveillance won’t inhibit these officials at all,
because they believe they are doing the right thing and acting
within the law. Surveillance will only enable them to
sanctimoniously oppress us more efficiently.
Just as privacy supports freedom, freedom also supports
privacy. In a free society, we are not forced to reveal our lives
or to report what we do. Also, freedom to own and control
property and freedom to develop and use counter-technologies
to resist privacy-invading technologies will support privacy. If
free, we can then keep secrets and preserve personal space if
we want to.

Finally, freedom and privacy are different dimensions of
respect for the integrity of individual people. The right to
freedom and the right to privacy are both acknowledgments
that fundamental boundaries exist between individuals, and
that to treat a person with respect requires observing those
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boundaries. Indeed, self-respect requires that we be able to
control the knowledge that others have about us and the
influence they have over us. Freedom and privacy make us
individuals, rather than just parts of a collective. To deny the
right to privacy is to diminish a person’s humanity. In an
opinion in a wiretapping (that is, privacy) case, Supreme Court
Justice Brandeis wrote about, "the right to be let alone -- the
most comprehensive of rights, and the right most valued by
civilized men." To invade privacy against a person’s will is
aggression just as surely as robbery and assault are. And, as a
practical matter, I think that if people get used to ignoring
boundaries by violating privacy, they will, psychologically, be
desensitized, and will be more likely to ignore boundaries by
violating liberty as well. They will be more likely to treat
themselves and everyone else with less respect and less
seriousness in every way.
In short, privacy supports freedom, freedom supports privacy,
and both support the respectful treatment and the integrity of
individuals. It’s a virtuous circle.

Wag the Dog
by Matthew Pizana

“Why does a dog wag its
tail? Because a dog is
smarter than its tail. If the
tail were smarter, the tail
would wag the dog.”
And so is the lesson of Wag
the Dog a film centered
around Robert Deniro who
plays a political spin doctor
attempting to lead a
president to reelection. He
does so by using the best misdirect in politics, the news media,
to start a fake war in order to hide a recent scandal involving
the president's alone time with a young female visitor to the
White House. Wag the Dog is a biting satire that pulls back the
curtain to reveal the man hiding behind pulling the strings.
From the opening moments of the film, the ability by the news
media to manipulate a national phenomena can be seen
through the eyes of one of the characters. The character
doesn’t even have to finish the sentence “a naturally
occurring…” before she realizes that any phenomenon can just
as easily be created on a sound stage, with a bag of Tostitos
taking the place of a kitten in the arms of a young girl in war
torn Albania, as it is for it to naturally occur. An example the
film references is the “tie a yellow ribbon around a tree”
campaign that grew like wild fire right around the time Ronald
Reagan was invading Grenada. The movie also had the good
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fortune of being released around the same time as Bill Clinton
was being investigated for sexually inappropriate conduct and,
coincidentally, the same time we also started launching
missiles at Kosovo.

The show to pretend that a war is coming quite literally
becomes a song and dance number as Willie Nelson and
friends are brought in to write a theme song to the fake war.
The campaign of misinformation invents its own slogans,
logos, and catch phrases to make everything appear more real.
As a tip of the hat to their fake war hero’s last name, the team
even tosses some old shoes over power lines to really sink in
the nostalgia.
Does all this redirection always carry a sinister motive? Of
course not. It is hardly an indictment to suggest cable news is
in the business of making money. More eyes on your channel
equals more advertising dollars, and, if the news program is
lucky enough to corner the market on a sensational story,
advertisers will line up to pay you for air time. So, when you
see constant coverage of a lost plane that disappeared
somewhere over the ocean, it may not be to hide a political
scandal but because going to alien level depths of conjecture
about a story brings viewers to the screen.
Luckily, in the new digital world we live, disinformation and
attempts to mislead by the news media can be curtailed with
just a little effort on the viewer's part. We no longer live in a
time where the only way to learn is from a set of Encyclopedia
Britannica. Rather, we have the ability to use the same world
wide web we use to watch cute animal videos to learn
everything you ever would want to know. Online political
shows like the Young Turks have garnered over a billion views
on YouTube by reporting on stories with facts and measured
responses to the problems facing Americans.
Just like alternative media, we have alternative choices to the
two party system. Libertarian candidates like Jamie Perez who
ran for railroad commissioner and Tom Oxford who ran for the
Texas Supreme court are two of the five Libertarian candidates
that received over a million votes for their respective races in
Texas in 2012. Add to that the four Libertarians who currently
hold office in Texas and it is clear to see the seeds of change
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are beginning to show.

Dallas-Area Libertarian Launches
'Fun&Freedom' Book
by Garry Reed

Garry Reed, who has lived
in North Texas since 1979
and has written the Dallas
Libertarian Examiner since
2008 and is therefore used
to reporting on local
libertarian events and
interviewing local
libertarians, decided to
interview himself about his
own self-published book
that debuted recently.
"It just seemed logical that a
self-published book should be self-reviewed in a selfinterview," Reed illogically explained to himself in his
exclusive self-interview.
The book, Selected Salvos from the Loose Cannon
Libertarian, and subtitled "An Assemblage of Political, Social
and Cultural Articles from a Hardcore Libertarian
Opinionizer" is a collection of articles from the author's
Fun&Freedom writing days when articles were meant to
inform, entertain and amuse rather than serve as Search
Engine Optimization marketing fodder.
"I developed a writing style I called Fun&Freedom," Reed
explains. "My first goal was always to publicize libertarian
ideas, but a simultaneous goal was to present that publicizing
in a style of acerbic craziness that I just didn't see in any other
blogs or websites at that time."
Where did the title "Loose Cannon Libertarian" come from?
"A site called Newsguy
that sold access to
newsgroups was
looking for writers and
willing to pay $50 for
each bi-weekly article,"
Reed said. "I pitched
them on the idea of a
libertarian column since
none of their other
Feature Writers covered
that subject and they
bought it. But I needed
a name for it. On the
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premise that anything I wrote about libertarianism on a general
interest venue would make me sound like a loose cannon I
came up with The Loose Cannon Libertarian. That was in
2001."
Reed almost immediately became the site's top Feature Writer
but the gig only lasted six articles before Newsguy pared
down and then discontinued their Feature Writer program.
Reed then accounts how he was having so much fun writing
his articles that he bought a book about building websites and
spent the next six years writing for himself "and not getting
paid a penny by myself!" Reed complains.
So why the book now?
"A few people over the years have suggested that I put out a
book collection of my older articles," Reed says. "For no
particular reason now seemed like a good time to do it."
More info about the book, the author, and how to get your own
paperback or ePub edition can be found at the author's
Spotlight Page at Lulu.com

New LPDC Membership Program!
Want to help out the LPDC and at the same time get some
cool libertarian swag? Check out our new contributor
membership program!

Tolerance and Political Correctness
by Mike Kolls

“I call bullshit!”
When I say something
outrageous, I expect my wife to
say, “I call bullshit.” I will also
do the same to her. It is an inside
joke and sometimes prompts a
smile or laugh. It may not be
politically/socially correct, but it
works for us.
With regard to today’s call for
both “tolerance” and “political
correctness”, I call bullshit.
Today’s tolerance is not tolerance at all. Today’s political
correctness (PC), by definition, cannot exist.
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Tolerance (per dictionary.reference.com) is the act or capacity
of enduring; endurance (#4). In conversation it means hearing
the idea, keeping your own convictions and values, and
parting with your ideals unchanged – enduring. Today’s
definition is more like accepting their ideas as equal (and as
good) as mine. It requires leaving with acceptance of their idea
(with my own position diminished or discarded as a result).
Those screaming for “tolerance” want their idea to survive at
the expense of your idea. It’s their way or the highway. This is
not tolerance; it is a form of bullying.
PC moves tolerance into the political arena. One side states
their ideas. Any discussion inconsistent with their ideas is
labeled “intolerant”. Did you see the sleight of hand? If you
are labeled “intolerant”, then your ideas are now invalid. Both
sides cannot be right. Yet, both political realities are correct
(from the owners’ perspective). Hence, logically, no
“correctness” is possible.
A casual sense of etiquette should prevent most people from
calling another “racist”, especially in public. Yet, those talking
of tolerance freely use “racist” to disarm and demean anyone
holding ideas contrary to theirs, even when the topic is not
about ethnicity or a person’s culture. The stamp of “racist” is
one that is hard to escape or debate, even when it is cast
incorrectly or irresponsibly.
There is much animosity in the American two-party political
arena. If stones are thrown, accusations are spread, or verbal
assaults are issued there is little ability to keep the
conversation polite and on topic. If you respond by attacking
the attacker, you inherit the scorn of the public. How does one
combat the tactics encouraged by Rules for Radicals (a truly
evil book!)? A desire for cordial, disciplined conversation
offers no way out.
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Again, a strict reading of Article I Section 8 of The
Constitution of the United States, gives the federal Union a
finite, limited number of tasks to perform. All other
responsibilities fall to The People – Amendment IX.

Upcoming Meetings
•

Trivia night at Trinity Hall
◦ Every Sunday Night, 7:30 PM
◦ Trinity Hall Irish Pub & Restaurant
5321 E Mockingbird Ln, Dallas, TX

•

LPDC General Meeting
◦ April 8th, 7:00 PM
2nd Tuesday of Every Month (starting in April)
◦ Sambuca - Uptown
2120 McKinny Ave., Dallas, TX

•

LP Texas 2014 State Convention
◦ April 11th, 8:00 AM – April 13th
◦ Frank W. Mayborn Civic & Convention Center
3303 N 3rd St., Temple, TX

Up-to-date meeting announcements and details can always be
found on meetup.com. (www.meetup.com/DallasLibertarians/)

Libertarian References
•

Books
◦ Good to be King, Michael Badnarik
◦ Why Government Doesn't Work, Harry Browne
◦ Atlas Shrugged, Ayn Rand
◦ Libertarianism: A Primer, David Boaz
◦ Economics in One Lesson, Henry Hazlitt
◦ Healing Our World, Dr. Mary Ruwart

•

Videos
◦ Neitzsche and the Nazis, Stephen Hicks
◦ Bullsh*t!, Penn & Teller
◦ Free to Choose, Milton Friedman
◦ America: Freedom to Fascism, Aaron Russo

•

Websites
◦ The Libertarian Party of Dallas County
lpdallas.org
◦ The Libertarian Party of Texas
lptexas.org
◦ The National Libertarian Party
www.lp.org
◦ Free Talk Live

Can we use the following steps to combat PC?
•
•
•
•

Share definitions for terms, labels, or ideas used (if it
is possible)
Ask the other side to defend their idea/stance (what
are they really saying?)
Allow yourself to be swayed, but not bullied (enter
with and open mind and attempt compromise)
If you are not swayed, stick to your guns/convictions
(you will answer to yourself and your constituency)

From a national, political perspective, what does this demand?
In short, government can only act when there is a supermajority (two-thirds or higher percent) in accord. The action
of government must benefit all Americans, not merely 50.01%
of them. The bigger message is that action, outcomes, and
solutions are to be birthed by The People, not government.
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www.freetalklive.com
◦ The Cato Institute
www.cato.org
◦ Molinari Institute
praxeology.net/molinari.htm
◦ Objectivism In-Brief
mol.redbarn.org/objectivism/writing/InBrief

LPDC Officer List
Chair – Paul Petersen (chair@lpdallas.org)
Vice-Chair – Curry Taylor (vicechair@lpdallas.org)
Secretary – Eugene Flynn (secretary@lpdallas.org)
Treasurer – Xuan Yue (treasurer@lpdallas.org)
LPDC At-Large Directors
Kevin Frederickson (dallaslibertarian@gmail.com)
Ed Maddox (ed@lpdallas.org)
Dianne Mueller (dianne@lpdallas.org)
Working Committee Leaders
Marketing – Curry Taylor (vicechair@lpdallas.org)
Events – Kevin Frederickson (dallaslibertarian@gmail.com)
The LPDC is a local branch of the Libertarian Party based in Dallas
County, Texas. Find out more about the LPDC at http://lpdallas.org.
The Libertarian Party is the third largest political party in the United
States, and was established in 1971 to promote more freedom and
less intrusive government in all aspects of life. Find out more about
the LP at http://www.lp.org.
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Hey you!
Are you done reading this newsletter? Get one of your friends or
family members to read it!
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